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A MODERN
CLASSIC
TAKING SHAPE

ARCHITECTURAL ICONS,
PAST AND PRESENT

In an era of conventional architectural elements,
Sky Habitat stands out as a development that
will be valued and sought after for generations
to come. Designed by renowned architect
Moshe Safdie, Sky Habitat is the only star-architect
designed development in Bishan, and one that
will undoubtedly be an investment that stands
the test of time.

amenities that cater to the lifestyle needs of the
modern urbanite. Where home comes complete
with panoramic views spanning Bishan Park and
the city, allowing you to truly experience the
sky life while dining and entertaining.
Shaping the future of city-fringe living, Sky Habitat
will play a pivotal role in transforming the skyline of
Bishan. Invest in a home that not only merges the
essentials of location, lifestyle and space, but will
also be a true modern classic of our time.

Set in a vibrant, mature residential estate,
Sky Habitat offers the space, convenience and

Widely considered as one of the most recognisable buildings in
Montreal, Canada, the Habitat 67 model community and housing
complex was built in 1967 with Moshe Safdie at the helm and has
been celebrated as a development of architectural significance
ever since.

The Centre Pompidou in Paris, home to the largest collection of
modern art in Europe, was built during the 1970s, yet still remains
as an iconic symbol of architectural greatness, transforming the local
neighbourhood of Marais into a district brimming with character.

SKY HABITAT.
A MODERN CLASSIC
IN THE MAKING.
A contemporary development that
is distinctive in façade and form,
yet functional at its core. Sky Habitat
echoes all the traits of a future icon
in architecture and design, becoming
a defining landmark that will shape
the skyline of Bishan.

Another modern classic in the making, the Marina Bay Sands
integrated resort designed by Moshe Safdie has transformed
the skyline of downtown Singapore since it first opened in 2010;
its distinctive form has made it the most instantly recognisable
high-rise in the cityscape.

SKY HABITAT. SET TO BECOME THE NEW LANDMARK OF BISHAN.
Enquiries6258 0087
Come visit our newly renovated showflat,
open daily from 10am to 6pm at Bishan Street 14
skyhabitat.com.sg

facebook.com/skyhabitatcapitaland

@skyhabitatsg

DEVELOPER: Bishan Residential Development Pte Ltd (ROC: 201024057E) Developer’s LICENCE NO.: C0853 LOCATION: Lot 16900T Mk 18 at Bishan Street 15 TENURE: 99 years
wef 30 May 2011 BUILDING PLAN NO.: A1267-00002-2011-BP01 dated 8 December 2011 and A1267-00002-2011-BP02 dated 17 February 2012 EXPECTED DATE OF VACANT
POSSESSION: 28 February 2016 EXPECTED DATE OF LEGAL COMPLETION: 28 February 2019

